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Introduction - Week One

Ah, kids. What little bundles of joy. As a mom, you’ve probably been snapping 
photos of your little one since their very first day. With a digital camera, it’s never 
been easier to document the important moments in your child’s life and share 
them with family and friends.

  This course was designed for moms who want to take better photos of their kids. 
We will cover topics such as equipment, exposure, settings, lighting, composition 
and connection.

The Gear

THE CAMERA

In this workshop I recommend using a DSLR. You can also use a point-and-shoot 
camera that has manual mode. That way you can choose your own settings 
and have more creative control over your photos.  

As you learn more about photography, you will be able to choose the proper 
settings needed to create beautiful photos of your kids.

THE FLASH

Many digital SLRs come with a small flash built  into the camera. This flash pro-
duces a rather  harsh light that creates dark shadows. To reduce the shadows, 
you can use a diffuser such as the Puffer PLUS Pop-Up Flash Diffuser by Gary 
Fong. If you want more powerful light, you can purchase an external flash. In this 
class, you will learn how to shoot using only available light. 

       

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?A=details&O=&Q=&gclid=Cj0KCQjwx43ZBRCeARIsANzpzb--nPi0XC4oX4eBzV4PcFAvakeeXc3LKZzS1GfNmBO6udrLss3jpIsaAquSEALw_wcB&is=REG&pcur=CAD&sku=1010804
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?A=details&O=&Q=&gclid=Cj0KCQjwx43ZBRCeARIsANzpzb--nPi0XC4oX4eBzV4PcFAvakeeXc3LKZzS1GfNmBO6udrLss3jpIsaAquSEALw_wcB&is=REG&pcur=CAD&sku=1010804


THE LENSES

One advantage of having a digital SLRs is the ability  to switch lenses. This allows 
you to choose from  a variety of different focal lengths. There are two kinds of 
lenses: prime lenses and zoom lenses.

Prime Lenses

Owning a prime lens will transform your snapshots into more professional looking 
photographs. The primary difference between a prime lens and a zoom lens is 
that a prime lens has a single focal length. For example, the 50mm prime lens 
only photographs images at its 50mm focal length. Instead of having the ability 
to “zoom” in to your subject, you’d have to physically move closer to them.

Prime lenses are usually very “fast”. This means that these types of lenses have 
an aperture that opens very wide. Prime lenses are usually “faster” than zoom 
lenses. If you’re just starting out with prime lenses, I’d recommend the fixed 
50mm f/1.8. It’s a relatively inexpensive lens and I think you’ll be pleased with 
the results. 

Zoom Lenses

Since children like to move around a lot, having  a lens that zooms in and out 
will be helpful. Zoom lenses have a wide range of focal lengths. The lens that 
came with your camera, commonly referred to as a “kit lens”, will most likely be 
a zoom lens. This lens will work great for beginners. It may be a “variable zoom 
lens”. This simply means that when you zoom in your aperture may change. We 
will discuss aperture later.



This Week's Homework

1. Join the Facebook group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/

2. Watch the week one video in the Facebook group.

3. Get familiar with your equipment:

    What is your camera make and model? __________________________________

    Is your go to lens a prime lens or a zoom lens? _____________________________

    Have you ever used an external flash? ____________________________________

4. Post your gear in the comments of this week’s video in the Facebook group.

5. Place your camera and this workbook in an easy to access spot for the next           
    six weeks.

6. What is one thing you learned after reading this lesson?

     _________________________________________________________________________

7. What is one thing you learned about your camera while flipping through   
    your camera manual?

    __________________________________________________________________________

NOTES:

    __________________________________________________________________________

    __________________________________________________________________________

    __________________________________________________________________________

https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/
https://rolphoto.ca/


Exposure - Week Two

To make sure the photos of your kiddos don’t come out too bright or too dark, 
you will need to know how to set your exposure. Exposure is the amount of light 
that is captured when you take a photograph.  

If too little light is captured, then the image will be “underexposed” (too dark).  
If too much light is captured, the image will be “overexposed” (too bright). It’s 
best to take photos that are correctly exposed. To do this, you must balance the 
ISO, shutter speed, and aperture. 
 
ISO AND NOISE

ISO stands for International Organization for Standardization. For our purposes, it 
simply means how much light the camera’s sensor will capture. A higher ISO will 
capture more light and produce a brighter image. A lower ISO will capture less 
light and produce a darker image. You’ll want to make sure that you set your 
camera to the least possible ISO necessary when taking a photo because a 
higher ISO will result in more “noise” in the image. “Noise” is tiny little specs that 
can appear in your image when the sensitivity of the sensor is too high.

The ISO settings on most digital cameras range from 100 ISO to 3200 ISO and 
higher. On a bright sunny day, you can set your camera’s ISO to around 100 
since so much light is available. Inside, or when it is dark outside, you can set 
your camera’s ISO to around 1600. If your photo is still underexposed, then you 
can try using a flash or changing your shutter speed and aperture.



        

                       ISO was 400                                                  ISO was 51200

SHUTTER SPEED AND MOTION BLUR

When you take a photo with your digital camera, light is briefly captured on 
your camera’s sensor. The length of time the light is captured is known as the 
shutter speed. Many digital SLRs have shutter speeds that range from 30 sec-
onds (extremely slow) to 1/4000th of a second or faster.

Shutter speed affects the exposure of your photo by the amount of time light is 
captured. Setting your camera to a faster shutter speed may create underex-
posed images because your camera will have less time to capture light. Shutter 
speed can also affect how blurry your images will be. The slower the shutter 
speed, the more motion blur you will get from moving people or objects.



    

                    Shutter Speed                                                   Shutter Speed
                            1/25                                                                    1/250                                                                                     

Blur can also be caused by even the slightest movement of your hands while 
holding the camera. This is known as “camera shake”. To reduce or eliminate 
camera shake you can do several things.  

1) Set the shutter speed to a faster setting  
2) Turn on the image stabilization on certain camera lenses  
3) Stabilize your camera by using a tripod  

As a general rule, if you’re shooting at a shutter speed slower than 1/60 of a 
second, you’re bound to see blur in the image. To play it safe, try shooting no 
slower than 1/125 of a second.

APERTURE AND DEPTH OF FIELD

Aperture is the camera setting that determines how wide the opening inside the 
lens will be. Understanding aperture can be a little tricky at first because its val-
ue is expressed as a fraction called an “f-stop”. The wider the aperture opens, 
the lower the “f/stop” number and vice versa. For example, f/2.8 is a large ap-
erture because the aperture opens very wide. f/22 is a small aperture because 
the aperture opens very little. 



The aperture controls two variables when taking a photograph. It controls how 
much light will fall on the sensor, and how much “depth-of-field” the photo will 
have. Depth-of-field means how much of your foreground and background will 
be in focus around your subject.

    

                             Aperture                                                   Aperture
                                 f/1.8                                                            f/11                                                                                    

A large aperture will create a brighter exposure and a narrower depth-of-field 
(less in focus). A small aperture will create a darker exposure and a wider depth-
of-field (more in focus). A photo taken at f/2.8 is going to have a very narrow 
depth-of-field, and a photo taken at f/22 is going to have a very wide depth-of-
field. 



This Week's Homework

1. Join the Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/
    if you haven’t already.

2. Watch the week two video in the Facebook group.

3. Locate the ‘M’ setting for ‘manual mode’ on your camera and use it for this
    week’s assignments.

4. Look back at the ISO and Noise page. Using your camera the manual mode,  
    figure out how to control the ISO on your camera, and photograph your child.  
    See how much noise you get when at high ISO, and compare that to the im- 
    ages with a low ISO. Record you findings.

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

5. Review the Shutter Speed and Motion Blur lesson. Locate the shutter speed 
    on your camera, and learn how to use it intentionally. Photograph your child  
    being active, using low and fast shutter speed setting and compare them.  
    What did you notice?

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

6. Read the Aperture and Depth of Field lesson. Find the dial on your camera 
    that will allow you to control it, and practice photographing your child 
    while at the lowest f/number possible. Then try it at the highest f/number 
    possible. Compare your results.

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

7. Post one image on the Facebook thread. Include the settings you used.

  

https://rolphoto.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/
https://rolphoto.ca/


This Week's Homework

You will need to adjust your setting many times, but try not to get discouraged. It 
takes time to learn these things, and we’re just getting started. Please post your 
questions in the group thread. 

NOTES:

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

https://rolphoto.ca/


Settings - Week Three

RAW AND JPEG

Digital SLRs allow you to choose between a raw image file, a JPEG image file, or 
both. There are advantages and disadvantages to each file type. Here are the 
pros and cons to each type of file:

Raw Image Files

Raw allows you to make more adjustments after the photo is taken. These ad-
justments include changing the exposure and the white balance. Raw files are 
much larger than JPEGs, and can take up more space on your memory card.  
They require more time to capture, download, and process. You will also need a 
program such as Photoshop Elements to open these files.  

JPEG Image Files

JPEGs are faster to capture, download, and process. Since a JPEG is a smaller 
file size, it allows you to capture more images on the camera’s memory card.  
The disadvantage of shooting in JPEG is the lack of ability to make adjustments 
after the photo is taken. But if you learn how to properly expose your image, you 
should be able to get great photos straight out of the camera that require little 
to no adjusting.

CAMERA PRESETS

Automatic

The advantage of setting your camera on automatic is that the camera makes 
all the decisions for you. It chooses your ISO, shutter speed, aperture, and white 
balance. The disadvantage of using automatic is that it takes away your ability 
to be creative and artistic. Learning to use the manual and semi-manual set-
tings on your camera will help you capture the kind of images you desire.

Aperture Priority

Aperture priority (‘Av’ or ‘A’) mode allows you to choose the aperture while the 
camera chooses the shutter speed. This is useful in situations where you want to 
control the depth-of-field without having to worry about the shutter speed. For 
example, if you only want to photograph images using an f/1.8 aperture, then 
you can choose aperture priority and allow the camera to choose the shutter 
speed. 



Shutter Priority

Shutter priority (‘Tv’ or ‘S’) on your camera allows you to choose the shutter 
speed while the camera chooses the aperture. This mode is useful when you 
want to control motion blur without worrying about the aperture. For example, 
if you want to photograph your child on a bike, you can choose a fast shutter 
speed such as 1/250 and allow the camera to choose the aperture.

Program Mode  

Program mode (P) is similar to automatic mode, but with a lot of flexibility. It 
allows you to choose the ISO while the camera chooses the shutter speed and 
aperture. If you don’t like the shutter speed your camera chooses, you can 
change it. Your camera will automatically adjust the exposure as necessary.  
You can also change the aperture, and your camera will change the shutter 
speed to match.

Manual 

The M mode stands for manual, meaning you have full control over everything 
your camera is doing. You can change the shutter speed, the aperture and the 
ISO. This is where it’s helpful to look at the light meter within your camera. If you 
peek into the viewfinder and hold the shutter button down halfway, you should 
see a line of dashes and numbers that appear at the bottom of your viewfinder. 
One dash will be longer than all of the others.



In order for a photograph to be perfectly exposed, the long dash needs to be 
resting exactly on the zero mark. If you change your shutter speed and aper-
ture, you can see that the longer dash moves, either towards the -1 and -2 or 
towards the +1 and +2. The negative numbers mean the photograph will be 
underexposed, leading to a dark image. The positive numbers mean the photo-
graph will be overexposed, leading to an image that is too bright.

WHITE BALANCE

If you’ve ever taken a picture that looked too blue or orange, then you under-
stand the importance of getting an accurate white balance. That’s because 
different types of light have different colors. For example, sunlight usually looks 
yellow during the day, but can look blue in the evening or when it’s cloudy. To 
get the correct color for your photos, you will have to know which white bal-
ance setting to use. 

AUTO - The easiest thing to do is to set your white balance on “Auto”. This is 
where your camera analyzes the light and chooses the settings for you. With 
many of the newer digital cameras this setting works fine most of the time. If 
“Auto” isn’t working in a certain lighting environment, then you can choose an-
other setting that works better.

TUNGSTEN - Since indoor lights usually have an orange tone, this setting will add 
more blue to achieve the correct white balance.

FLUORESCENT - Since fluorescent lights are usually more blue toned, this setting 
will add more orange to achieve the correct white balance.

DAYLIGHT - This setting creates a ‘neutral’ white balance, meaning it’s neither 
too cool or too warm.



CLOUDY - This setting will add a bit of orange to off-set the light coming through 
the clouds. 

FLASH - Since the color of light from your flash is blue, this setting will increase the 
orange tones in your images. 

SHADE - The light in the shade is usually blue, so this setting will add a little or-
ange tone to your images.   

White balance is a good reason of why you would want to photograph using 
the Raw setting. With the Raw file, you can easily change the white balance 
after the photo is taken using a Raw converter or photo editing software. Trying 
to correct the white balance on a JPEG file may be more difficult and could 
damage the image.  



This Week's Homework

1. Join the Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/
    if you haven’t already. 

2. Watch the week three video in the Facebook group.

3. Decide whether RAW or JPEG is best for you and set your camera 
    accordingly.

4. Look back at previous lesson pages, for ISO and Noise, Shutter Speed and    
    Motion Blur, and Aperture and Depth of Field. It will help you determine 
    which setting is best for you.

5. Explore your camera’s settings: Auto, Aperture Priority, Shutter Priority, Pro-  
    gram Mode and Manual and play, play, play. This is where it all starts. Which  
    setting do you think is best for you and why?

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

6. Take a photograph with intention. What’s your goal in this image? Are you    
    photographing in low light? Are you freezing motion, or do you want that fo- 
    cus to be on your subject intently and for the background to be nicely blurred 
    out? Decide on which setting is of priority for you, change your settings to ac- 
    commodate, and take that photograph. What did you find?

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

7. Take one photograph that you’re proud of and willing to share. Post your im- 
    age on the Facebook thread. Include all settings used.

https://rolphoto.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/


This Week's Homework

You will need to adjust your setting many times, but try not to get discouraged. It 
takes time to learn these things, and we’re just getting started. Please post your 
questions in the group thread. 

NOTES:

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

https://rolphoto.ca/


Lighting - Week Four

When photographing your kids, you will need to know what kind of light you are 
working with. There are many different kinds of light: there’s sunlight, candlelight, 
tungsten, fluorescent, etc. Each kind has a different power, intensity and color.  
Understanding a few basic lighting principles can help you take better photos.

OUTSIDE

A very small light source, such as a flashlight, will produce very harsh shadows.  
A big light source, such as a large fluorescent light, will produce very soft shad-
ows.  

The sun, even though it is very large, is so far away from us that it acts as a small 
light source. Therefore, when photographing your children in direct sunlight, you 
may notice harsh shadows under their eyes, nose and chin. Fortunately, there 
are a few ways to reduce these shadows. 

Diffuse the Light

One way to reduce shadows is to diffuse the light. A diffuser is anything that 
goes between the light and the subject to soften it. Outdoors, the clouds in the 
sky act as a diffuser for the sun, since they soften the sunlight and reduce the 
shadows. For this reason, the best times to take outdoor photos is when there’s 
an overcast, early in the morning, or right before sunset.

Find a Shaded Area

The easiest thing to do is have your subject move to a shaded area. You’ll want 
to make sure the area is fully shaded and does not have “dappled” lighting.

1/160, f/2.8, ISO 400, just before sunset



Use Fill Flash

If there isn’t any shade, you could try using your flash in direct sunlight. This tech-
nique is called “fill flash” because the flash “fills in” the shadows on your sub-
ject’s face.

INSIDE

Indoors, you can use the natural light coming in from the windows, artificial lights 
in the house, or the flash on your camera. To soften the light from your camera’s 
flash, try placing a diffuser in front of your flash, even a piece of white paper will 
help. A good set of white curtains can diffuse direct sun coming in through the 
windows. Regardless of the type of light you’re using, remember to raise your 
ISO when you’re indoors so your photos won’t be underexposed or have motion 
blur.



This Week's Homework

1. Join the Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/
    if you haven’t already. 

2. Watch the week four video in the Facebook group.

3. Read over your lesson on lighting.

4. Practice taking photographs indoors, taking note of when sunlight is shining            
    directly in your windows at different times of the day. Use white curtains or a  
    white bed sheet to diffuse the light if it’s too bright. Record your findings.

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

5. Photograph outdoors, exploring different times of day, direct sunlight, dap 
    pled light and shade. Record your findings.

   ____________________________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________________________

6. Post a favourite image on the Facebook thread. Include all settings you used  
    and the lighting condition you were working with.

NOTES:

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

 

https://rolphoto.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/


Composition - Week Five

Composition simply means how the elements are arranged in a photo. There 
are many different rules of composition, and some of them can be very techni-
cal. Here are some basic rules to keep in mind when photographing your kids: 

1. RULE OF THIRDS

The rule of thirds was created by the ancient Greeks, and is the king of com-
position rules. The easiest way to apply this rule is to imagine your viewfinder is 
divided into a “tic-tac-toe” type grid (some cameras have this grid inside the 
viewfinder).

The four intersecting points on the grid are called “saddle points”. To make the 
photograph more interesting and dynamic, try positioning your child on one of 
the saddle points.

2. LEADING LINES

When photographing, be aware of the lines around you. They can create dif-
ferent moods for viewers. Horizontal lines create a peaceful and calming effect.  
Vertical lines create a more dramatic and powerful effect.



Leading lines help guide the viewer’s eye to the subject. They usually start at the 
bottom and lead up and inward to where the subject is. They can also start on 
the sides or top, and can be such things as fences, buildings, roads and streams. 
They don’t need to be straight.

3. FRAMING

“Framing” for composition doesn’t mean putting your photograph in a frame, 
but the idea is similar. It means including elements in the photo that “frame” 
your subject. Some of the more common types of framing include things like 
doorways and windows, but you can use just about anything. Framing can also 
help by adding depth to your images. You can do this by including things in the 
foreground that are out of focus, such as flowers or leaves on a tree. The frame 
doesn’t need to surround the entire subject, it can be something on one or two 
sides of the photo, as long it draw the viewer’s eyes to the subject.



This Week's Homework

1. Join the Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/
    if you haven’t already. 

2. Watch the week five video in the Facebook group.

3. Read over your lesson on composition.

4. Practice taking photographs indoors and out, using the rule of thirds, leading  
    lines and framing. Record your findings.

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

5. Post a favourite image on the Facebook thread, including the settings you 
used and the composition you had in mind while you were photographing.

NOTES:

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

 

https://rolphoto.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/


Connection - Week Six

THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSON OF ALL

You likely, at different points, try to capture beautiful images of your children. 
Maybe sometimes you try and pose them and it all goes haywire, but you have 
a desire to have images of your kids that you can be deeply proud of without 
hiring a 24/7 live-in photographer.

Sometimes it can feel like the more pressure we put on getting a good image 
of our kids, the harder it can get. We just want it to be perfect and the more 
expectations we put there, the more difficult it becomes. I believe that it is not 
about finding perfect images, but it is about capturing authentic ones and 
some of the best pictures you’ll ever take of your kids are the ones you don’t 
plan.

CONNECTION WITH YOUR CHILD

To capture true connection, you simple have to connect, so depending on the 
age of your child, you can play peek-a-boo, take turns telling the next line of 
a silly story, ask them what animal they’d want to be and why, have a starring 
contest until you’re both laughing, or talk about your favourite memories. There 
is no need to say “cheese” when you’re truly connecting, just keep the camera 
away from your face until you’re ready to click the shutter.

You truly have such a unique perspective of your children as their mama. You 
can snap a photograph when they aren’t looking, while they’re playing or 
when they are telling their stories with their wild hand movements and their big 
eyes. Push them into their own element. Let them play. Let them create. Let 
them tell a story. Let them tell that corny joke. Let them do the things they every 
single day as you capture it.  There is a way that your children look at you, that 
they’ll never look that way at anyone else. You can capture that and you can 
celebrate that forever.



CONNECTION WITH EACH OTHER

When we make time to capture our families, we are making a statement that 
family matters. Whether it’s your five year old son giggling at your jokes or your 
husband looking at you devoted and strong. That connection deserves a cele-
bration.
 
In everything we do, we are writing a message.
 
How we live our lives and the priorities we make are important. It declares what 
we believe to be valuable, what we believe to be true and what we believe to 
be precious. It’s filled with our stories and our courage and those subtle nudges 
of advice.
 
I never want to forget the expression on my husband’s face when he looks at 
me. I never want to forget the funny, quirky laughter I share with my child.
 
I don’t think any of us ever want to forget the bond, the love and the moments 
we share with one another. This connection, when you strip it all away, this is 
what matters. This is what counts.
 
It is not the long list of things we’ve done or have yet to do, it’s moments shared 
and breathed and endured together.
 
It’s the moments of connection that build a family. When we celebrate that, 
when we capture that, we send a message to the world that love is the greatest 
bond. That family is the greatest gift and that connection is always worth fight-
ing for. It’s always worth celebrating.



This Week's Homework

1. Join the Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/
    if you haven’t already. 

2. Watch the week six video in the Facebook group.

3. Read over your lesson on connection.

4. Practice photographing your child while playing. Record your findings. 

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

 
5. Post a favourite image on the Facebook thread, include a description of 
    how you connected with your child.

6. Take what you’ve learned in this course and apply it when you take your 
    own amazing photographs!

NOTES:

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________

Thank You!

Thank you so kindly for participating in my Photography For Mamas course! I 
truly hope you found this content valuable. If you want to have the connections 
within your own family captured, I would love to work with you. We can chat 
here.
 

https://rolphoto.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/niagaramoms/
https://rolphoto.ca/contact/
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